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Goal of the ElecX
The ElecX is a fast prototyping platform for electronic circuitries
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Figure 1. The ElecX

In prototyping, the same circuitries have to be breadboarded again and again.

(Breadboarding = soldering electronic components manually onto a prototyping universal PCB and
wire them up).

What follows here takes longer than breadboarding. However using this strategy makes the bread-
boards reusable and even consider them to convert into etched PCB's (Printed Circuit Board), so at
the end it will be faster. Therefore think about this packaging standard, when breadboarding, even for
some small things!

The ElecX standard allows to start with a simple breadboard as if not knowing this standard. But when
knowing this standard the breadboard will fit into a mechanical box next to nicely modules.

Example 1. Do it better?

Lots of of simple electronics make use of virtual serial com port via USB to be connected to a PC.
Make a master board that contains a USB connector to communicate and get the 5V from the PC, so a
PC becomes a master and a power-supply of a ElecX. Place the application specific electronic circuit
on a second board. If it works, the PC's might be replaced by small micro-controller. Therefore just
un-plug the USB card and insert the micro-controller card.

Some modern components are just available in SMD (Surface Mount Device) and therefore it is a
significant effort to solder them. It would be nice to have a etched PCB for that. Working with small
adapter PCB is the way out when breadboarding, but it is quite a hack and fragile. Therefore solder
them to a ElecX card and use them in different applications is very desirable.

The result of the prototype should have some aesthetic aspects and also have a certain robustness.

The aim of the ElecX is to have modules that can be reused to increase efficient prototyping. If volume
goes up or some of the PCB's satisfy, they could be replaced by etched PCB's.

Don't stick to ElecX, if once a configuration satisfies, it could be easily repacked in to a smaller
mechanical enclosure.

Copyright stuff
An other goal is to share this specification with other people to create an open hardware platform.
Once reached a certain quantity, the tool cost can be shared as well as the volume discount.
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As usual when money gets involved, some thoughts should be made before:

The intellectual property stays at the developer and the usage of it remains free. The design can be
copied, distributed and modified, however the original developer has to be indicated. New and mod-
ified designs shall also be free. When hardware (etched, PCB, mechanical parts and full function de-
vices) is sold, it shall be allowed to resell it.

In simple words it should be something as Open Hardware and GPL for hardware.

Assemblies
Battery Doctor

The Battery Doctor uses the following modules:

1. Battery

2. AD converter

3. Potentiometer

4. Empty

It supports regular batteries but also SmartBatteries containing a I2C interface. Charged batteries can
be de-charged using a constant current set by the potentiometer. The AD converter measures current
and voltage to determine the battery's capacity. The AD converter uses I2C bus to communicate with
an attached computer.

To not risk to damage the battery due to exhaustive discharge the following method can be used.
The fully charged battery is discharged with a constant current. The inflection point is detected (2nd
derivative of the voltage time curve crosses zero). A common rule says when this point is reached the
battery has half capacity.

Figure 2. Battery Doctor
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Geiger Counter
One issue (next to the impact of atomic power plants) is the natural radioactivity of radon coming
from the earth and maybe getting collected in the cellar. Limit are set at 400Bq/m3

Becquerel Bq is an SI unit it is a radioactive decay per second usually it is used for gas with a volume
Bq/m3

Old units:

1 Curie = 3.7e10 Bq

1 Sv (sivert = si unit) = 1J/kg=1m2/s2

1 rem = 0,01 Sv = 10 mSv

The Geiger Counter uses the following modules:

1. Geiger counter

2. AVR CPU

3. I2C to USB converter

4. Empty

Figure 3. Geiger counter

The assembly is powered from an USB port. The USB to I2C converter board is just used for this
purpose to feed the 5V from the USB to the other board. The geiger counter module has a high voltage
step up converter that transforms the 5V from USB up to around 500V. The PWM for that is produced
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by the AVR microcontroller. Two neon lights show the presence of the high voltage. The high voltage
is feed through high ohmic resistors to the external geiger tube from Philips (or Valvo) model 18505.
The high impedance prevents that somebody gets electrocuted, however the tube is well isolated.
Pulses are converted to 5V level signals to be feed to the AVR module. Additionally the geiger module
has a small loudspeaker at the back to make the clicks.

The AVR microcontroller counts the clicks ans sends them via RS232 to a PC. Luckily I did not found
radioactive objects around my place.

Figure 4. Radioactivity

Geiger counter module

Two little neon tubes show if the capacitors hold a high voltage
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Figure 5. geiger counter high voltage module
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Figure 6. The geiger module

The resistors form a voltage divider that gets the right voltage for the valve. A high voltage capacitor
(2kV) stabilizes the voltage.
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Figure 7. geiger counter valve

Power meter

The assembly uses the following modules:

1. power supply

2. mains power

3. arduino uno

Since it uses 230Vac voltages the modules are isolated.
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Figure 8. Power meter front

Figure 9. Power meter back
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The mains power module uses two hall sensors to convert the 230Vac voltage and current to isolated
low and safe voltage signals: An analog multiplier chip is used to create the power signal from the
current and voltage signal. All 3 signals voltage, current and power are feed to the front panel where
their shapes can be observed using an oscilloscope. The a filtered power signal is internally available
and is feed to the AD converter of the arduino module. This way no high speed conversion and cal-
culation is required.

The arduino module (containing an arduino uno), converts this signal every second and puts the AD
converters value to the serial port where a PC can be attached to do a nice graph with it.

Figure 10. Power curve

The curve shows the power of my PC while editing this text. The high got produced by turning on the
printer and the low peak by turning off the monitor.

Infrared interface
There are a lot of different infrared transceivers making use of an old PIC micro-controller that is pro-
grammed in assembly around. Those transceivers are used in LIRC http://www.lirc.org/.Unfortunately
they are no more good documented and have especially when it comes to sending weak behavior. Since
those PIC assembly language implementation did not fit my needs I ended up with my own design
http://www.linurs.org/girt.html. ElecX was a good platform to test them out using different modules:

1. I2C to USB converter just to get 5V power from USB

2. UIRT module or AVR module

3. Infrared board

http://www.lirc.org/
http://www.linurs.org/girt.html
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Figure 11. girt

IR module

The receiver chip TSOP4838 does all the work and demodulates the received signal. A jumper allows
to modulate an IR signal using a 555 timer chip or pass the signal directly to the IR diodes. Since IR
is not visible two LED's are added to show received and transmitted signals.
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Figure 12. Schematics IR module
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Figure 13. IR module

UIRT

There are many IR transceivers available for http://www.lirc.org/ as UIR, UIRT, UIRT2 and IRMAN
that are based on a PIC16F84A microcontroller. The UIRT module allows to implement them on the
ElecX using the IR module and a module to get the power. It also holds the necessary hardware to
support programming the PIC microcontroller via RS232 interface.

http://www.lirc.org/
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Figure 14. Schematics UIRT

Universal modules

Avr

The Avr module can hold either a 6pin, a 28pin or a 40pin Avr processor.
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Figure 15. Avr schematics
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Figure 16. Avr module

I2C and USB power

This module serves for two purposes. In many cases it is simply used as power supply since it gets
5V power from USB and distributes this plus 3V3 volt to the rest of the ElecX. But it also contains a
USB to I2C converter based on http://www.harbaum.org/till/i2c_tiny_usb/index.shtml.

The matching Linux device driver comes with the kernel source and can be loaded with modprobe
i2c-tiny-usb and will be compiled when CONFIG_I2C_TINY_USB is set.

http://www.harbaum.org/till/i2c_tiny_usb/index.shtml
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Figure 17. Schematics I2C

Figure 18. I2C module

Power supply

This module converts the mains voltage (as 230Vac) into the various DC voltages. Since 230Vac is
a dangerous voltage the module must be isolated.
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Figure 19. Schematics mains power

Mechanics
The mechanical interface is derived from the single Eurocard, with DIN 41612 connectors having up
to 32*3 connector but shifted the front panel to the side. This creates a front and a back panel that
can accommodate connectors. The maximum height of the PCB is 80mm, that is half of the Eurocard
(160mm).

OpenSCAD has been used to design the ElecX. OpenSCAD allows to parameterize the ElecX to
have different sizes. ElecX is designed for 3D printing. The OpenSCAD files are available via https://
github.com/linurs/elecx

Front and Back

The front bracket contains the user interface, whereas the back bracket holds additional connectors
to peripherals attached. The front or back brackets could have optionally its own specialized non
standardizes PCBs to be more flexible and avoid cabling. Double (or even more) slot modules are
also possible.

https://github.com/linurs/elecx
https://github.com/linurs/elecx
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Isolation and shielding

Boards containing dangerous voltages or high currents need to be isolated or shielded. The current
version of ElecX does not provide standard solution for that.

An ElecX internal enclosure using iron sheet metal or be 3D printed plastic could be created.

PCB design
KiCad has been used for the PCB design since it is pure GPL: http://kicad-pcb.org/.

The free version of the PCB program eagle from https://www.autodesk.com/products/eagle/overview
can be used since its limits of 100*80mm size PCB's match with ElecX.

Electrical
Due to the backplane connector used, each pin can carry maximum 1Ampere (the max voltages of
the connector and the creep-age distances on the PCB need also to be considered). If more current
(or higher voltage) is necessary, or when special cables have to be used, the connections have to be
made via back panel.

It is recommended for to the digital signals to use 5V and for the analog signals maximum -12 to
+12V (respectively -15 to +15V). Since the ElecX is a platform for professionals, it could also be
deviated from that and use 3V3 digital signals or -15 to +15V instead of 12V. If a ElecX user uses
different voltages coding cams on the 96pin connectors should be used. This would prevent a board
of a different voltage could be plugged in accidentally.

Two constraints exist:

1. 3A for all voltage (since on the 96 pin connector 3 pins are used on the connector)

2. Maximal 6 A in the ground connection (since on the 96 pin connector 6 pins are used on the con-
nector)

Almost all signals are fed parallel through the backplane.

Exceptions are:

1. pins for slot addresses

2. pins to connect to an master backplane

Pinouts

The pinouts are not included on this spec since they are available in a spread sheet that can be sorted
as you desire. Signal names containing numbers below 10 have a preceding zero for easy sorting.

Common board considerations

It has to be possible to start in a minimalistic way without caring too much about the ElecX specifica-
tion. Since it should be an interests to gain from the ElecX specification and available ElecX compo-
nents, the board started should at least be a 100mm wide breadboard, where the 96 or 64 pin connector
could be placed. Additionally the components for the user interface should be put on the correct edge
and space for mounting holes should be left free. Instead of soldering an adapter board can be used:

http://kicad-pcb.org/
https://www.autodesk.com/products/eagle/overview
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Figure 20. Adapter board

Simple boards can make use of the less costly 64 pin connector. A 96pin connector would cost a bit
more but requires also easily a 4 layer PCB to have all its pins connected.

Figure 21. Breadboard
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On the backplane there can be just one master board. All other boards need to be connected to this
board. The user of the modules is responsible to not create any signal contention (two masters, or
two slaves that use the same signals). To be flexible slaves could therefore contain jumper blocks or
electronics to set where the signals should be put onto the backplane.

In general the ElecX concept requires users that know what they do. It is something for professionals
or beginners that want to learn and accept if they do mistakes.

More advance boards should make use of contention resistant solution as open collector outputs for
digital signals (including Uart TX) and higher impedance outputs for analog outputs.

A I2C memory device should be put on every board to identify it. Master boards do not have to have
a I2C memory device here, since they do not have to identify themselves to the slaves.

Every slot of the backplane has a 3 bit address, this allows up to 8 slots. The slot address can be read, but
a common way is connect it to a I2C memory chip so all those memory chips have different addresses.

It is planned to create an small etched PCB board that holds the common stuff and has due to its strip
form an affordable price. This board can be connected to an prototyping breadboard.

Master Boards

Usually the slave boards are just interfaces and the master board does the signal processing. On a
backplane, there can be just one master to process different slave boards. Otherwise an output conflict
occurs. To prevent this, the boards could be mechanically coded to Master and Slave boards. Master
boards support a limited number of Slave boards and not all signals have to be supported.

Master boards can be a: Micro controller board, FPGA, CPLD, Analog computing circuitry (Multi-
plier, RMS, Filters, ... ), Interface to external computer (serial, USB, Parallel Port, bluetooth).

The pin out is different, since most signals are unidirectional. This means where a slave has an output
the master has an input.

Jumper Backplanes

If a backplane is to short it can be expanded by a jumper backplane, since all signals are parallel.

Note

There can be still just one master in this application

Multi Master

To have multiple masters, multiple backplanes are required to create a hierarchic structure of Masters
boards.

The same method as used for regular expansions with jumper backplanes is used. However a connector
with a special pin out (Master connector) is placed underneath the backplane. Those signals are fed
from the Master connector to the other backplane.
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Figure 22. Multi master
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The following shows the typical backplane configurations. The layout of the backplane can be kept
universal and assembled differently (or use a dummy connector in between to just connect where
it is desired ) to serve different purposes as: Regular backplane, Jumper Backplane or Multimaster
backplane.

Figure 23. Backplane configurations

M

M M

Jumper Backplane

Multimaster Backplane

M

Note

Due to the limitation of 8 slot addresses just one jumper backplane is possible. If more jumper
Backplanes are used the I2C chips identifying the modules would get bus contention. If sim-
ple boards are used without such chips, then this limitation would not occur.

In case of multi masters the limits are in the physical size and the limitation in current flowing
through the connectors.
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Board names and Versions
To identify the board to the user looking at it, a board or module shall have its proper and preferably
unique name. Any printable ASCII character is allowed except hyphen and dot. Also numbers are
allowed to indicate important things as number of microprocessor. A hyphen character indicates that
the following numbers are part of the board or module number. The first numbers followed are the
major versions of the board. Different number tell that there is a incompatibility but the board still
having the same name still serves the same purpose. Small improvement, enhancements and bug fixes
increase the minor number after the major version number, as character to separate a dot is used. This
number is considered as modification number and should no create any incompatibility to previous
boards.

It is still possible to develop and enhance boards of older major version numbers.

Example 2. Naming

Atmega16.1.0 Cpu Board with a Atmega16 microprocessor, fist version, no modifications so far. A
24C02 I2C memory device is used with 256Bytes, 3Address pins are available on this device so 16
ElecX slots are supported.

Note

Larger I2C devices don't use all 3 address pins.

If present the name has to be put into the I2C memory device so the master can read what is is plugged
into the backplane. Since it is desirable to be flexible the I2C memory device should hold an XMLfile:

<ElecX>
<domain>org.linurs</domain>
<name>Atmega16</name>
<major>1</major>
<minor>0</minor>
<ElecX>

Backplane alternatives
It could also be deviated from this backplane standard to have other backplanes as: Simple connectors
that contain just I2C and power, high current, ...

The backplane could also be replaced by wire wrap connectors or a application specific backplane
requiring just 2 PCB layers.

Software
Communication to the different ElecX modules can make use of different protocols and hardware
interfaces. If no standard protocol fits the application, then the following standard can be used. It is
based on pure old fashion ASCII and is intentionally nothing new or revolutionary, it has the goal
to allow testing it by a human being using a terminal. The philosophy is: Computer should adapt to
humans not the other way around. It does not depend on any technology, so it can be used on top of
RS232, Bluetooth, Telnet.

Bytes are framed using \n terminated lines. Characters used are printable ASCII characters. There are
delimiters, that can split the lines in words. The comma or semicolon will be used as delimiter and
allows using space as regular character.

A command can be an ASCII string without any delimiters. Some commands are more complex and
contain multiple words separated by delimiters.
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As response to a command it response with lines of data to be responded if any, and then a line with
OK. If the command can not be processed it responds with an ERROR.

If the command produce multiple replies lines of reply, then OK;<command> will be sent as last line
telling that the command has been processed completely.

Plug and play is an issue so the following lines serving as commands have to be implementation:

Table 1. Generic commands

Command Description

NAME Respond with name of the node

VER Respond with with the version

LOC Respond with a location string

UID Respond with its unique ID

RECEIVE Responds with every implemented not generic
command that can be received

SEND Responds with very implemented command that
can be sent

HEART Is a periodically heartbeat, knowing

START;<name of the node> Is sent after a reset of the node

DEBUG;<debug info> Is used for development

ERROR;<reason> Responds an erroneous condition

HOME Responds with the url or email of the developer
of the device

RESET Resets the node, no OK gets since makes reset
(e.g. Wdog reset) before

Some non volatile data needs to be modified. This is done with the set and save command. This writes
into EEPROM that has a limited life time in the range of 100000. To void damaging the EEPROM with
too frequent write cycles, not all parameters are written directly into EEPROM using SET. Those pa-
rameters use two steps to be updated SET to modify them in RAM and SAVE to update the EEPROM :

Table 2. Generic set commands

Command Description

SET;UID;<32ASCII> Sets the unique id

SET;LOC;<location string> Sets the location string, that might be a physical
post address or a logical name that identifies equal
nodes

SET;HEART;<n> If n is 0 then no heartbeat are sent, otherwise every
n seconds a heard beat is sent. This is used to mon-
itor that the node is healthy and alive

SET;DEFAULT Sets the non volatile parameters to factory default.
Depending on the implementation can produce a
reset to the microprocessor to reinitializing it.

SAVE;<name of parameter> Saves the parameters to EEPROM where SET just
updates them in RAM. Those parameters can be
found using the RECEIVE command.

Future enhancements might be:

1. binary mode, (byte in byte out, program memory)
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2. setting UART parameters (baudrate, ...)

3. terminal mode (local echo, line edit, ...)

Commands for a IR transceiver are:

Table 3. IR transceiver

Command Description

IRTX;<ppssppss....> Sends IR signal and responds with OK;IRTX

IRRX;<ppssppss....> IR signal received

CARRIER Responds with the carrier or the IR signal

SET;CARRIER;<n> Sets the carrier frequency of the IR signal in RAM

SAVE;CARRIER Saves the carrier frequency of the IR signal to
EEPROM

Connector pinouts
Whenever possible standard pinouts should be used to reduce the cable variants. Where no common
standards can be found the following standards are created:

Uart without RS232 level shifter
Microprocessors usually have an UART. When the application does not require an UART, the UART
could be still very helpful to print out debugging information. However the reasons to print debug
information does not justify to put a relatively expensive RS232 level shifter and a big Sub D 9 con-
nector on the board (or a FT232 chip creating a USB interface). Therefore the UART can be wired to a
2.54mm pin header where a RS232 level shifter can be plugged in. The level shifter should operate at
5V and 3V3 to avoid having two versions. This RS232 level shifter should have the following pin out:

2.54mm header (one in a row)

Table 4.

Pin Signal Direction on board

1 TX Out

2 RX In

3 Vcc Out

4 Gnd Out

From FTDI there are also USB to TTL cable available for the same reason. However the FTDI cable
use at least 6 pin since RTS/CTS signal (or 8 pin on a 2mm keyed header connector) are also included
to allow hardware handshaking. Additionally there is a strict separation between 3V3 and 5V versions.

If it would be desired to connect a FTDI cable to the ElecX, the RTS/CTS signals could make use of
the regular digital input and output signals or simply be not connected. However the ElecX interface
is targeted as low cost debug interface and not as full RS232. Full RS232 should contain all signals,
that are more than just RTS/CTS and have a proper Sub D 9 male connector.

I2C
RJ plugs and cables can be taken, cross talking between SDA and SCL is minimized since the power
lines are used to shield.
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Figure 24. I2C pinout

1..4

4 Gnd
3 SDA
2 Vcc
1 SCL

I2C pinout

Frontview

Avoid soldering cables, since the standard cables for crimping RJ connectors have not heat resistance
insulation and will melt during soldering. Therefore try to use always sockets and plugs (or crimp the
wires) or used the special heat resistant cable version.
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